A slice of a program with respect to a program point p and variable x consists of all statements of the program that might affect the value of x at point p. This paper concerns the problem of interprocedural slicing -generating a slice of an entire program, where the slice crosses the boundaries of procedure calls. To solve this problem, we introduce a new kind of graph to represent programs, called a system dependence graph, which extends previous dependence representations to incorporate collections of procedures (with procedure calls) rather than just monolithic programs. Our main result is an algorithm for interprocedural slicing that uses the new representation.
Introduction
The slice of a program with respect to program point p and variable x consists of all statements and predicates of the program that might affect the value of x at point p. The value of x at program point p is directly affected by assignments to x that reach p and by the loops and conditionals that enclose p . An intraprocedural slice is determined from the closure of the directly-affects relation. ' Ihis work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grants DCR-8552602 and DCR-8603356 as well as by grants from IBM, DEC. and Xerox. Program slicing was originally defined in [weiser84] . In We&r's terminology, a slicing criterion is a pair <p , V>, where p is a program point and V is a subset of the program's variables. In his work, a slice consists of all statements and predicates of the program that might affect the value of variables in V at point p. This is a more general kind of slice than is often needed: Rather than a slice taken with respect to program point p and an arbitrary variable, one is often interested in a slice taken with respect to a variable that is defined at or used at p. Ottenstein and Ottenstein point out how well-suited program dependence graphs are for this kind of slicing and propose that program dependence graphs be used to represent procedures in software development environments [Ottenstei&lJ. This paper concerns the problem of interprocedural slicing -generating a slice of an entire program, where the slice crosses the boundaries of procedure calls. Our algorithm for interprocedural slicing produces a more precise interprocedural slice than the one given in [Weiser84] . Our work fotlows the example of [Ottenstein841 by defining the slicing algorithm in terms of operations on a dependence graph representation of programs; however, [Ottenstein84] only discusses programs consisting of a single monolithic procedure, and does not address the problem of slicing across procedure boundaries.
To solve the interprocedural-slicing problem, we introduce a new kind of graph to represent programs, called a system dependence graph, which extends previous dependence representations to incorporate collections of procedures (with procedure calls) rather than just monolithic programs. Our main result is an algorithm for interprocedural slicing that uses the new representation.
The chief difficulty in interprocedural slicing is correctly accounting for the calling context of a called procedure. To illustrate this problem, and the shortcomings of We&r's algorithm, consider the following example program, which sums the integers from 1 to 10:
program Main procedure A (x , y ) sum := 0;
callAdd(x, y); i := 1; call Increment 6~) whileiclldo return call A (sum, i ) cd end procedure Add (a, b) procedure Increment (2 ) (1 :=a +b caUAdd(z, 1) return return Using Weiser's algorithm to slice thii program with respect to variable z and the return statement of procedure Zncrem.ent , we obtain everything from the original program. However, inspection reveals that computations involving the variable sum do not contribute to the value of z at the end of procedure Increment ; in particular, neither the initialization of sum nor the call to Add from pro cedure A (which adds the current value of i to sum) should be included in the slice. The reason these statements are included in the slice computed by Weiser's algorithm is (roughly) the following: The statement "call Add@, 1)" in procedure Increment causes the slice to "descend" into procedure Add; when the slice reaches the beginning of Add it "ascends" to aII sites that call Add, both the site in Increment at which it "descended" and the (irrelevant) site in A.
A more precise slice consists of the following elements:
program Main procedure A (y ) i :=l;
call Increment (y ) whilei clldo return call A (i ) od end procedure Add (a, b ) procedure Zncrement (2) a:=a+b caUAdf(z, 1) return return
This set of program elements is computed by the slicing algorithm described in this paper.
To sidestep the calling-context problem, system dependence graphs include some data-dependence edges that represent transitive dependencies due to the effects of procedure calls, in addition to the conventional edges for direct dependencies. The cornerstone of our construction is the use of an attribute grammar to represent calling and parameter-linkage relationships among procedures. The step of computing the required transitive-dependence edges is reduced to the construction of the subordinate characteristic graphs for the grammar's nonterminals.
It is important to understand the distinction between two different but related "slicing problems:" Version (I)
The slice of a program with respect to program point p and variable x consists of all statements and predicates of the program that might affect the value of x atpointp. Version (2)
The slice of a program with respect to program point p and variable x consists of a reduced program that computes the same sequence of values for x at p. That is, at point p the behavior of the reduced program with respect to variable x is indistinguishable from that of the original program, For intruprocedural slicing, a solution to Version (1) provides a solution to Version (2), since the "reduced program" required in Version (2) can be obtained by restricting the original program to just the statements and pmdicates found in the solution for Version (1) [Reps88] .
For interprocedural slicing, restricting the original program to just the statements and predicates found for Version (1) does not necessarily yield a program that is a satisfactory solution to Version (2). The reason has to do with multiple calls to the same procedure: It is possible that the program elements found by an algorithm for Version (1) will include more than one such call, each passing a different subset of the procedure's parameters. (It should be noted that, although it is imprecise, Weiser's algorithm produces a solution to Version (2).)
In this paper, we address Version (1) of the slicing problem. The interprocedural slicing algorithm presented in this paper identifies a subgraph of the system dependence graph whose components might affect the values of the variables defined at or used at a given program point p . A solution to Version (2) requires defining a mapping from this subgraph to a program whose behavior at p is indistinguishable from the origiual program. This mapping may involve duplicating code in order to specialize procedure bodies to particular parameter-usage patterns.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines the program dependence graphs used to represent programs in a language without procedure calls. Section 2 also defines the operation of intmprocedural slicing on program dependence graphs. Section 3 extends the definition of dependence graphs to handle a language that includes procedures and procedure calls. The new graphs are called system dependence graphs. Section 4 presents our slicing algorithm, which operates on system dependence graphs and correctly accounts for the calling context of a called procedure. It then describes how to improve the precision of interprocedural slices by using interprocedural summary information in the construction of system dependence graphs. Section 5 discusses the complexity of the slicing algorithm. Section 6 discusses related work.
Program Dependence Graphs and Program Slices
Different definitions of program dependence representations have been given, depending on the intended application; nevertheless, they are all variations on a theme introduced in [Kuck72] , and share the common feature of having explicit representations of both control dependencies and data dependencies. The definition of program dependence graph presented here is a simpliiicatiou of the one given in IHorwitz88]; only those components relevant to program slicing are defined below.
In this paper, a program dependence graph represents a program written in a language with scalar variables, assignment statements, conditional statements, and while loops. The program dependence graph for program P, denoted by GP, is a directed graph whose vertices are connected by several kinds of edges. The vertices of GP represent the assignment statements and control predicates that occur in program P . In addition, Gp includes a distinguished vertex, called the entry vertex.
The edges of GP represent dependencies among program components. An edge represents either a control dependency or a data dependency. Control dependency edges are labeled either true or false, and the source of a control dependency edge is always the entry vertex or a predicate vertex. A control dependency edge from vertex v i to vertex v 2 means that during execution, whenever the predicate represented by v 1 is evaluated and its value matches the label on the edge to ~2, then the program component represented by v2 will be executed (although perhaps not immediately). A method for determining control dependency edges for arbitrary programs is given in lFerranteS7]; however, for the simplified language considered here the control dependency edges of GP correspond exactly to the nesting structure of the program* A data dependency edge from vertex vi to vertex v2 means that the program's computation might be changed if the relative order of the components represented by vi and v2 were reversed. In this paper, program dependence graphs contain only one kind of data-dependency edge, representing flow dependencies. (Other hinds of datadependency edges are not relevant to program slicing.)
A program dependence graph contains a flow dependency edge from vertex v i to vertex v2 iff all of the following hold: i) v 1 is a vertex that defines variable x . ii) v2isavertexthatusesx. iii) Control can reach v 2 after v i via an execution path along which there is no intervening definition of x. That is, there is a path in the standard control-flow graph for the program by which the definition of x at v 1 reaches the use of x at ~2. For vertex s of program dependence graph G , the slice of G with respect to s , denoted by G /s , is a graph containing all vertices on which s has a transitive flow or control dependence (i.e. all vertices that can reach s via flow and/or control edges). We extend the definition to a Set Of vertices S = U Si aS fOllOWS:
The vertices of a slice can be computed using a simple worklist algorithm, for example, by depth-first search traversing edges backwards. Exumple. Slicing is illustrated in Figure 1 , which shows the program dependence graph for the program given below on the left, which sums the integers from 1 to 10 and leaves the result in the variable sum. The slice of the program with respect to the statement "i := i+l", is also given in Figure 1 ; this slice corresponds to the program given below on the right:
program Main program Main sum := 0; i :=l;
i :=l; whilei<lldo whilei<lldo i:=i+l sum:=suna+i; od i :=i+l end od end 3. The System Dependence Graph: An Interprocedural Dependence Graph Representation We now turn to the definition of the system dependence graph. The system dependence graph, an extension of the dependence graphs defined in Section 2, represents programs in a language that includes procedures and procedure calls.
Our definition of the system dependence graph models a language in which parameters are passed by valueresult and where a complete system consists of a single (main) program and a collection of auxiliary procedures. It should become clear that our approach is not tied to these particular language features. Modeling different features will require some adaptation; however, the basic approach is applicable to languages that allow nested scopes and languages that use different parameter-passing mechanisms. The definition of system dependence graphs presented in this section relies on the absence of aliasing; a discussion of how to convert a program with aliasing into one that is alias free can be found in [Horwitz88a] . In the absence of aliasing, global variables can be treated simply as additional parameters to each procedure; thus, we do not discuss globals explicitly in this section.
A system dependence graph includes a program dependence graph, which represents the system's main program, procedure dependence graphs, which represent the system's auxiliary procedures, and some additional edges. These additional edges are of two sorts: (1) edges that represent direct dependencies between a call site and the called procedure, and (2) edges that represent transitive dependencies due to calls. Section 3.1 discusses how procedure calls and procedure entry are represented in procedure dependence graphs and how edges representing dependencies between a call site and the called procedure are added to connect these graphs together. Section 3.2 defines the linkage grammar, an attribute grammar used to represent the call structure of a system. Transitive dependencies due to procedure calls are computed using the linkage grammar and are added as the final step of building a system dependence graph.
In the sections below, we use "procedure" as a generic term referring to both the main program and the auxiliary procedures when the distinction between the two is irrelevant 3.1. Procedure calls and procedure linkages Extending the definition of dependence graphs to handle procedure calls requires representing procedure linkages: the passing of values between procedures. Our graphs model the following non-standard, two-stage mechanism for run-time procedure linkage: When procedure P calls procedure (2, values are transferred from P to Q by means of an intermediate call linkage dictionary, 6,. Values are transferred back from Q to P through a rerurn linkage dictionary, F,. Before the call, P copies values into the call dictionary: Q then initializes local variables from this dictionary. Before returning, Q copies return values into the return dictionary, from which P retrieves them.
This model of procedure linkage is represented in procedure dependence graphs through the use of five new kinds of vertices. A call site is represented using a callsite vertex; information transfer is represented using four kinds of linkage vertices. On the calling side, information transfer is represented by a set of pre-and postprocessing vertices. These vertices, which are control dependent on the call-site vertex, represent assignment statements that copy values into the call dictionary and out of the return dictionary, respectively. Similarly, information transfer in the called procedure is represented by a set of initialization and jbalization vertices. These vertices, which are control dependent on the procedure's entry vertex, represent assignment statements that copy values out of the call dictionary and into the return dictionary, respectively.
Using this model, data dependencies between procedures are limited to dependencies from preprocessing vertices to initialization vertices and from finalization vertices to postprocessing vertices. Connecting procedure dependence graphs to form a system dependence graph is straightforward, involving the addition of three new kinds of edges: (1) a call edge is added from each call-site vertex to the corresponding procedure-entry vertex; (2) a linkage-entry edge is added from each preprocessing vertex at a call site to the corresponding initialization vertex in the called procedure; (3) a linkage-exit edge is added from each finalization vertex in a called procedure to the corresponding postprocessing vertex at the call site. (Call edges are a new kind of control dependency edge; linkage-entry and linkage-exit edges are new kinds of data dependency edges.)
Another advantage of this model is that flow dependencies within a procedure can be computed in the usual way, using data flow analysis on the procedure's controlflow graph in which each procedure call is replaced with the appropriate sequence of assignments to the calI dictionary followed by the appropriate sequence of assignments from the return dictionary.
An important question is which values are transferred from a call site to the called procedure and back again.
This point is discussed further in Section 4.2, which presents a strategy in which the results of interprocedural data flow analysis are used to omit some linkage vertices from procedure dependence graphs. For now, we will assume that all actua.l parameters are copied into the call dictionary and retrieved from the return dictionary. Thus, the linkage vertices associated with a call from procedure P to procedure Q are defined as follows (GP denotes the procedure dependence graph for P ):
In GP, subordinate to the call-site vertex that represents the call to Q , there is a pre-processing vertex for each actual parameter e of the call to Q . The pre-processing vertices are labeled 8, (r) := e , where r is the formal parameter name.
For each actual parameter a that is a variable rather than an expression. there is a postprocessing vertex. These are labeled a := 6',(r) for actual parameter a and corresponding formal parameter r . The linkage vertices associated with the entry to procedure Q and with the return from procedure Q are defined as follows (G, denotes the procedure dependence graph for Q ):
For each parameter of Q, Ge contains an initialization vertex and a finalization vertex. These vertices are labeled r := S,(r), and sh(r) := r respectively, where T is the formal parameter name. Example. Figure 2 shows the program and procedure dependence graphs for the example system from the Introduction. The graphs are connected with linkageentry edges, linkage-exit edges, and call edges. Edges representing control dependencies are shown in mediumbold and are not labeled (all such edges would be labeled true); edges representing intraprocedural flow dependencies are shown using arcs; linkage-entry edges, linkageexit edges, and call edges are shown using dashed lines. The edges shown in heavy bold are explained in Section 3.2.
3.2. The linkage grammar: An attribute grammar that models procedure-call structure The linkage grammar is an attribute grammar that models the call structure of each procedure as well as the intraprocedural transitive flow dependencies among the procedures' linkage vertices. Interprocedural transitive flow dependencies among a system dependence graph's linkage vertices are determined from the linkage grammar using a standard attribute-grammar construction: the computation of the subordinate characteristic graphs of the linkage grammar's nonterminals.' In this section, we 'A summary of attribute-grammar terminology can be found in an appendix to the full version of the paper [Honvitz88a] .
Other sources to consult are the original paper on attribute grammars [Knuth68] and any describe the construction of the linkage grammar; the computation of its subordinate characteristic graphs is described in @Iorwitz88a].
The context-free part of the linkage grammar models the system's procedure-call structure. The grammar includes one nonterminal and one production for each procedure in the system. If procedure P contains no calls, the right-hand side of the production for P is E; otherwise, there is one right-hand-side nonterminal for each call site in P. The attributes in the linkage grammar correspond to the parameters of the procedures. Procedure inputs are modeled as inherited attributes; procedure outputs are modeled as synthesized attributes.
Dependencies among the attributes of a linkagegrammar production are used to model the (possibly transitive) intraprocedural dependencies among the linkage vertices of the corresponding procedure. These dependencies are computed using (intraprocedural) slices of the procedure's procedure dependence graph. For each grammar production, attribute equations are introduced to represent the intraprocedural dependencies among the linkage vertices of the corresponding procedure dependence graph. For each attribute occurrence a, the procedure dependence graph is sliced with respect to the vertex that corresponds to a. An attribute equation is introduced for a so that a depends on the attribute occurrences that correspond to the linkage vertices identified by the slice. More formally:
For each attribute occurrence X.a of a production p , let v be the vertex of the procedure dependence graph Gp that corresponds to X.U. Associate with p an attribute equation of the form X.a = f ( , . , Y.b , . . .)
where the arguments Y.b to the equation consist of the attribute occurrences of p that correspond to the linkage vertices in GP / v . (The actual function on the right-hand side of the equation is unimportant because the attribute grammar is never used for evaluation: all we are concerned about is that the equation represent the dependence described above.) One property of the above definition is that the attribute dependency graph for each production is transitively closed.
It is entirely possible that a linkage grammar will be a circular attribute grammar (i.e. there may be attributes in some derivation tree of the grammar that depend on themselves). This does not create any difficulties as the linkage grammar is used only to compute transitive dependencies and not for atfribute evaluation.
Example. Figure 3 shows the productions of the linkage grammar for the example from Figure 2 , augmented with attribute dependencies. In Figure 3 , each nontermiof several compiler textbooks, such as [Waite83] . Figure 2 . ExampIe system dependence graph. Control dependencies are represented using medium-bold arrows; flow dependencies are represented using arcs; transitive interprocedural flow dependencies (cprresponding to subordinate characteristic graph edges) are represented using heavy bold arcs; call edges, linkage-entry edges, and linkage-exit edges are represented using dashed arrows. nal is annotated with its attributes; a nonterminal's inherited amibutes are placed to its left; its synthesized athibutes are placed to its right. Transitive dependencies from a call site's preprocessing vertices to its postprocessing vertices are computed from the linkage grammar by constructing the subordinate characteristic graphs for the grammar's nonterminals. The algorithm we give in [Horwitz88a] exploits the special structure of linkage grammars to compute these graphs more efficiently thau can be done for attribute grammars in general. For general attribute grammars, computing the sets of possible subordinate characteristic graphs for the grammar's nonterminals may require time exponential in the number of attributes attached to some nonterminal. However, a linkage grammar is an attribute grammar of a restrickd nature: For each nonterminal X in the linkage grammar, there is only one production with X on the left-hand side. Because linkage grammars are restricted in this fashion, for each nonterminal of a linkage grammar there is one subordinate characteristic graph that covers all of the nonterminal's other possible subordinate characteristic graphs. For such grammars, it is possible to give a polynomial-time algorithm for constructing the (covering) subordinate characteristic graphs The computation is performed by an algorithm that is a slight modification of an algorithm originally developed by Kastens [Kastens80] to construct approximations to a grammar's transitive dependency relations (see [Horwitz88a] ).
Example. The nonterminals of our example grammar are shown below annotated with their attributes and thek subordinate characteristic graphs.
x-in y-in A x out y-out At all call sites that call procedure P, introduce flow dependency edges corresponding to the edges in the subordinate characteristic graph for P. Emmple. Figure 2 shows the complete system dependence graph for our example system. Transitive interprocedural flow dependencies (corresponding to subordinate characteristic graph edges) are represented using heavy bold arcs.
Interprocedural Slicing
In this section we describe how to perform an interprocedural slice using the system dependence graph defined in Section 3. We then discuss a modification to the definition of the system dependence graph to permit more precise slicing.
4.1. An algorithm for interprocedural slicing As discussed in the Introduction, the algorithm presented in weiser841, while safe, is not as precise as possible. The difficult aspect of interprocedural slicing is keeping track of the calling context when a slice "descends" into a called procedure.
The key element of our approach is the use of the linkage grammar's characteristic graph edges in the system dependence graph. These edges represent transitive data dependencies from preprocessing vertices to postprocessing vertices due to procedure calls. The presence of such edges permits us to sidestep the "calling context" problem; the slicing operation can move "across" a call without having to descend into it.
Our algorithm for interprocedural slicing is given in Figure 4 . In Figure 4 , the computation of the slice of system dependence graph G with respect to vertex set S is performed in two phases. Both Phases 1 and 2 traverse the system dependence graph to find the set of vertices that can reach a given set of vertices along certain kinds of edges. The traversal in Phase 1 follows flow edges, control edges, call edges, and linkage-entry edges, but does N.N follow linkage-exit edges. The traversal in Phase 2 follows flow edges, control edges, and linkageexit edges, but does not follow call edges or linkage-entry edges. Figure 5 illustrates the two phases of the interprocedural slicing algorithm. The elements shown in boldface in Figure 5 are the vertices marked and edges "traversed" during Phase 2 of the interprocedural slicing algorithm when the example system is sliced with respect to the finalization vertex for parameter 2 in procedure Increment. The other vertices and edges in Figure 5 are those marked and traversed during Phase 1.
The result of an interprocedural slice consists of the sets of vertices identified by Phase 1 and Phase 2, and the set of edges induced by this vertex set.
Given the goal of slicing system dependence graph G with respect to vertex s in procedure P, Phases 1 and 2 can be characterized as follows:
Phase 1 identifies vertices that can reach s , and that are either in P itself or in a procedure that calls P. The effects of procedures called by P are not entirely ignored, the presence of flow dependence edges from preprocessing to postprocessing vertices (subordinate characteristic graph edges) permits the discovery of vertices that can reach s only through call, although the graph traversal does "descend" into the called procedure. 4.2. Using interprocedural summary information to build procedure dependence graphs The slice shown in Figure 5 illustrates a shortcoming of the method for constructing procedure dependence graphs described in Section 3. The problem is that including both a pre-and a post-processing vertex for every argument in a procedure call can affect the precision of an interproceduml slice. The slice shown in Figure 5 includes the call vertex that represents the call to Add from A; however, this call does not in fact affect the value of z in Increment. The problem is that a postprocessing vertex for argument y in the call to Add from A is included in A's procedure dependence graph even though Add does not change the value of y . To achieve a more precise interprocedural slice we must use the results of interprocedural data flow analysis when constructing procedure dependence graphs in order to exclude vertices like the post-processing vertex for argument y .
omitted, and the flow edge from that vertex to the preprocessing vertex "S,, (z ) := y " is replaced by an edge from the initialization vertex "y := i5, 0, )" to "& (2 ) := y ". The new edge is traversed during Phase 1 of the interprocedural slice instead of the (now omitted) flow edge from "'y := lYAdd (a ),, to "S,, (Z ) := y ", thus (correctly) bypassing the call to Add in procedure A.
The Complexity of the Slicing Algorithm
The appropriate interprocedural summary information consists of the following sets, which are computed for each procedure P [Banning79] : GMOD(P ):
the set of variables that might be modified by P itself or by a procedure (transitively) called from P .
the set of variables that might be referenced by P itself or by a procedure (transitively) called from P . GMOD and GREF sets are used to determine which This section discusses the complexity of the interprocedural slicing algorithm presented in Section 4.1. In the absence of aliasing, the cost is polynomial in (various) parameters of the system. In the presence of aliasing, the costs increase by an exponential factor that reflects the number of aliasing patterns in the program. The increased cost is due to the blow-up in program size that can occur when a program with aliasing is converted to one that is alias free. Below we assume that such conversion has already been accomplished; the measures of system size used below are those associated with the aliasfree system.
linkage vertices are included in procedure dependence graphs as follows: For each pxwednre P , the linkage vertices subordinate to P 's entry vertex include one initialization vertex for each variable in GMOD(P) u GREF(P), and one finalization vertex for each variable in GMOD(P). Similarly, for each site at which P is called, the linkage vertices subordinate to the call-site vertex include one preprocessing vertex for each variable in GMOD(P) u GREF(P), and one postprocessing vertex for each variable in GMOD(P). (It is necessary to include a preprocessing and an initialization vertex for a variable x that is in GMOD(P) and is not in GREF(P ) because there may be an execution path through P on which x is not modified. In this case, a slice of P with respect to the final value of x must include the initial value of x ; thus, there must be an initialization vertex for x in P, and a corresponding preprocessing vertex at the call to P .) Because parameter b is not in GMOD(Add), Add's procedure dependence graph should not include a finalization vertex for b , and the call to Add from A should not include the corresponding postprocessing vertex. Figure 6 shows A 's procedure dependence graph as it would be built using GMOD and GREF information. The postprocessing vertex for argument y of the call to Add is P Globah the number of procedures in the system ( = the number of productions in the linkage grammar) the number of global variables in the system TofuKites 5 P . Sites the total number of call sites II in the system II Interprocedural data flow analysis is used to compute summary information about side effects. Flowinsensitive interprocedural summary information (e.g. GMOD and GREF) can be determined particularly efficiently. In particular, in the absence of nested scopes, GMOD and GREF can be determined in time 0 (P2 + P -TotalSites) steps by the algorithm described in [Cooper88] . Intraprocedural data flow analysis is used to determine the data dependencies of procedure dependence graphs. For the structured language under consideration here, this analysis can be performed in a syntax-directed fashion (for example, using an attribute grammar) [Horwitz87] . This involves propagating sets of program points, where each set consists of program points in a single procedure. This computation has total cost 0 (V").
The cost of constructing the linkage grammar and computing its subordinate characteristic graphs can be expressed in terms of the following parameters:
Parameters that measure the size of the linkage grammar R = Sites + 1 the largest number of nonterminal occurrences in a single production G = P + TotalSites the number of nonterminal <P -R occurrences in the = P -(Sites + 1) linkage grammar X = Glob& + Purums the largest number of attributes of a single nonterminal DIR-X the largest number of attribute occurrences in a single uroduction
To determine the dependencies among the attribute occurrences in each production, its corresponding procedure is sliced with respect to the linkage vertices that correspond to the attribute Occurrences of the production. The cost of each slice is linear in the size of the procedure dependence graph; that is, the cost is bounded by 0 (V +E). Consequently, the total cost of constructing the linkage grammar is bounded by 0 (G . X . (V + E )). As described in [Horwitz88a], the total cost of constructing the linkage grammar's subordinate characteristic graphs is bounded by 0 (G . X2 e D2).
Slicing costs
An inter-procedural slice is performed by two traversals of the system dependence graph, starting from some initial set of vertices. The cost of each traversal is linear in the size of the system dependence graph, which is bounded by 0 (P -(V + E) + TotalSites -X).
Related Work
In recasting the interprocedural slicing problem as a reachability problem in a graph, we are following the example of [Ottensteir&t] , which does the same for intraprocedural slicing. The reachability approach is conceptually simpler than the data-flow equation approach used in [weiser84] and is also much more efficient when more than one slice is desired. The recasting of the problem as a reachability problem does involve some loss of generality; rather than permitting a program to be sliced with respect to program point p and an arbitrary variable, a slice can only be taken with respect to a variable that is defined at or used at p.
For such slicing problems the interprocedural slicing algorithm presented in this paper is an improvement over Weiser's algorithm because our algorithm is able to produce a more precise slice than the one produced by Weiser's algorithm. However, the extra generality is not the source of the imprecision of Weiser's method; instead, the imprecision is due to the lack of a mechanism to keep track of the calling context of a called procedure.
[Myers811 presents algorithms for a specific set of interprocedural data flow problems, all of which require keeping track of calling context; however, Myers's approach to handling this problem differs from ours. Myers performs data flow analysis on a graph representation of the program, called a super graph, which is a collection of control-flow graphs (one for each procedure in the program), connected together by call and return edges. The information maintained at each vertex of the super graph includes a memory component, which keeps track of calling context (essentially by using the name of the call site). Our use of the system dependence graph permits keeping track of calling context while propagating simple marks rather than requiring the propagation of sets of names. In particular, in Phase 1 of our interprocedural slicing algorithm, the presence of the linkage grammar's subordinate-characteristic-graph edges (representing transitive dependencies due to procedure calls) permits the entire effect of a call to be accounted for by a single backward step over the call site's subordinate-characteristic-graph edges.
The vertex-reachability approach we have used here has some similarities to a technique used in [Kou771, [Callahan88] , and [Cooper881 to transform data flow analysis problems to vertex-reachability problems. In each case a data flow analysis problem is solved by first building a graph representation of the program, and then performing a reachability analysis on the graph, propagating simple marks rather than, for example, sets of variable names. One difference between our work and that cited above, is that our work concerns a "demand problem" [Babich78] whose goal is to determine information concerning a specific set of program points rather than an "exhaustive problem" in which the goal is to determine information for all program points.
